reduces the amount of equipment to improve the structural flexibility and hardware utilization efficiency.
SGSS program was started in July 2014, the original plan in June 2017 for acceptance review, but the plan has been a predetermined time lag of 2 years (expected Acceptance Review has been delayed until May 2019). Due to cost more than the budget 30%, NASA had to cancel some of the contents, including some backup capabilities and simulation capabilities, so SGSS system capacity decreased.
SBRS from the following three aspects of the future architecture of the study [3] [4] . User Needs and Business Performance. According to 2020 -Space Mission (especially manned space) needs to determine the satellite's orbit coverage level and the relationship between the scheduling of on-demand service, latency, data rate and amount of data, business cycle, security planned for 2040 requirements.
Technical / Physical Structure. Assessment techniques include optical communications, microwave communications, satellite links between the millimeter wave phased array antennas, disruption tolerant networking, networking space, cognitive and adaptive protocols, and software radio technology. The physical structure of the satellite system can take many forms, including dedicated satellite (similar to the existing TDRS satellites), mounted on the load as boarding commercial satellites or other government satellites, have a small satellite constellation, and combinations thereof in the form of distributed capabilities. Structure of the program will be considered World Network integration.
Procurement and Management. Including public-private partnerships, business purely commercial, shared ownership with other government agencies, NASA dedicated / proprietary systems. 2014, NASA Glenn Research Center proposed based on a small satellite in geosynchronous orbit data relay satellite program "Small space-based satellites" (Small Space Based Satellite, SSBS). SSBS not only to solve the needs of Earth observation mission, but also to address the needs of an asteroid and Mars manned space mission in 2030, so the design of satellites with SSBS support synchronous orbit (Geosynchronous Earth Orbit, GEO) and the ability to link the above tasks . Satellite will be put into use in 2022, by the "Falcon 9" rocket to launch an arrow Samsung ways to reduce launch costs. Dual-band satellite antenna can be above and below the GEO satellite communication with the user, and will retain and enhance the S and Ka single site business, satellite-ground link with the current TDRS same (Ku-band), an increase of optical communications options, and now there TDRS provide communications relay and tracking the same business. SSBS is the first US manned probe to take the relay system, the future of lunar relay satellite, the Mars Relay Satellite will SBSS reference design, they are basically the same function, but according to mission requirements and estimated fuel consumption, differ in redundancy and frequency used.
Status of Europe. ESA (European Space Agency) [5] launched in 2001, although the first generation of data relay satellite Artemis, and put into use in 2003, but the only satellite satellites technology test satellites, and achieve lifetime in 2010. With the "Global Monitoring for Environment and Security" (GMES) Implementation Plan EU / ESA joint, the estimated amount of data every day from space to terrestrial transmission will reach 6 TB, current European Space communication system cannot meet the need. In order to achieve strategic independence in Europe, ESA from 2008 proposed construction of the "European Data Relay Satellite" (EDRS) system. EDRS program after several years of development and evolution, and ultimately determine system with two synchronous orbit node and ground system consisting of ground. Two spatial nodes which is equipped with a laser communications payload (EDRS-A), and the other is a dedicated Data Relay Satellite (EDRS-C), covering only two nodes in Europe in the European commercial communications satellites in Eutelsat 9B. EDRS-A between the laser and provide two kinds of Ka-band satellite communication links, laser back to the data rate up to 1.8 Gb / s; Ka-band return to up to 300 Mb / s; EDRS -C only laser link, index and EDRS -A same. According to schedule ESA, EDRS-A launch was in January 2016, EDRS-C satellite will be launched in early 2017. The two satellites are 15 years of life.
EDRS first laser communication user is "Sentinel" series of satellites. April 3, 2014, the first satellite "sentinels 1A" launch 2015 summer officially started on a loop track communication 20 min.
The first Ka-band user is the International Space Station, "Columbus" cabin for real-time data on the ground to test satellite transmission in 2016 enabled. EDRS is a key market for future US Department of Defense and its UAV fleet. UAV fleet will produce large amounts of video data stream, and radio frequency (currently using Ku-band, Ka-band for future use) compared to laser links can transmit data more quickly. By design, a satellite with four UAV communication speeds up to 1. 8 GB / s, the data capacity per aircraft per hour 1. 6 Tb, 4 planes altogether 6.4 Tb. ESA and Airbus plans to expand the system EDRS third geosynchronous orbit node, which will be located in the Western Pacific Ocean, it is likely to use a piggyback payload form, in order to achieve global coverage. Plan named "Global Network" (GlobeNet), the final plan will be determined 2015 to 2016, according to current plans, the use of two laser communication terminals (Laser Communication Terminal, LCT) terminal, including authentication GEO -GEO satellite link between Road, satellite scheduled for launch in 2020. Traffic considering the continuous improvement of secure communication requirements, such as direct command and control of the secret payload and more redundancy requirements and demand for UAVs sensitive data relay. LCT interoperability interface in favor of international cooperation, has been included in the International Advisory Committee for Space Data Systems (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, CCSDS) standardization program as input.
Status of Japan. Japan launched in 2002 ka band satellite data relay test satellite (Data Relay Test Satellite, DRTS), is still running, the communication rate of 240 Mb / s. With the Japanese earth observation satellite with high accuracy the development, the surge in demand for data transmission. In 2008, Japan launched the development of the next generation of laser communications relay satellite terminal, the design goal is to make the next generation of communication speed relay satellite between the satellite and the user reaches 2.5 GB / s. In 2011, the Japanese Space Agency (JAXA)
Summary
In this work, Data Relay Satellite System as an important part of the space-based monitoring and control system, by the national attention. China has also set up their own data relay satellite system, and is developing a second-generation system. Looking at other countries and regions to design the next generation of satellite systems, whether in the form of system construction or application of new technologies have changed greatly. We should be combined with national conditions and future manned and unmanned space missions demand, the use of laser communication, DTN network, software radio and other advanced technology, fully tap the potential relay satellite system, to build their own Relay Satellite System . In the game space increasingly fierce new forms, how to set up anti-jamming, anti-destroy, elastic anti-satellite system worth considering cyber-attacks.
